
Subject: Glossary
Posted by Groove Tube on Wed, 15 Sep 2004 18:37:09 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

What we really need is a good detailed technical glossary. Maybe if everyone will help to fill in the
blanks so to speak, we can build a good FAQ here. It's hard to sort out all the details both
technical and subjective. It would be great to have a lits of all the popular terms and topics, along
with a technical description, strengths/weaknesses and most importantly a subjective description
on what it sounds like, what it offers in terms of musicality.Here is a small list, and there are
probably others. Please jump in an fill in the blanks because I think this could be a very useful
list.SET - Single Ended Triode or Single Ended TubePP - Push PullNFB - No feedbackUL - Ultra
LinearOTL - Output Transformer-LessDC - Direct CoupledTC - Transformer coupledParafeed -
Parallel transformer coupledWhat does it all mean? What is the difference between pentodes and
triodes in terms of sound? Aren't there other amplifier tube types too?

Subject: Re: Glossary
Posted by akhilesh on Thu, 16 Sep 2004 13:06:03 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

HI,NFB = Negative feedbackIMHO, it would be simplsitic to make a sweeping statement that one
sounds better than the other. A SET can sound better or wrose than a PP, and so on. It really
depends on the individual design and execution of the circuit. Synergy woth other components,
esp. speakers is also a huge factor.-akhilesh

Subject: Re: Glossary
Posted by Groove Tube on Thu, 16 Sep 2004 16:51:27 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Thanks for the correction. No feedback should be 0FB.

Subject: Re: Glossary
Posted by Thermionic on Fri, 17 Sep 2004 22:25:07 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

My definitions may not be the best, as I sure ain't the sharpest knife in the drawer. Regardless,
here's a "tube primer" that will hopefully be of some benefit, in my own words, without getting too
awful far out technically. SET - Single Ended Triode, an amplifier whose output tube or tubes per
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channel amplify the entire signal 100% of the time. It often uses the simplest  feasibly possible
driver stage that is adequate to correctly drive the output stage. It's concept is based on the "less
is more" principle. Less stages and components in the signal path means less corruption of the
signal. It's sound is marked by a characteristic openness, with increased "air" and "space"
between the instruments, voices, and parts, with liquidity, smoothness, and a natural, lifelike
character. One reason for this is that it's distortion products are almost exclusively second order,
which is a harmonic one octave above the actual signal frequency. In small amounts, it is
perceived to the ear as a "fluidity," or "sweetening" of the amp's tone. It's less objectionable to the
ear than the harsh sounding higher order distortion series, which are produced in greater amount
by pentode push pull amps. It's disadvantages (usually) are very low output power, soft or rolled
off bass, and sometimes finicky speaker compatibility problems. Top grade output transformers
(OPTs), and choke input power supplies built with the best componentry can alleviate these
problems greatly.PSE - Parallel Single Ended, a SET amplifier having two or more output tubes
per channel operated in parallel. All the output tubes in a given channel operate the same and
amplify the signal together in an identical manner. A parallel single ended amplifier using two
power tubes has exactly twice the output power of a single power tube single ended amplifier, and
so on.  PP - Push Pull, an amplifier having a pair of output tubes per channel, that operate in an
opposing "seesaw" fashion. This amplifier uses an additional tube stage as a "phase inverter,"
which takes the AC signal and splits it into two identical signals that are 180 degrees out of phase
with one another. The in-phase signal is fed to one power tube, while the inverted-phase signal is
fed to the other. The concept is akin to that of two people rowing a canoe. One person rows on
one side, then the other rows on the opposing side, and it repeats over in a rhythm. The two
signals are summed together in the output transformer to form the signal that drives the speakers.
A major advantage of this is that all second order distortion created in the output stage is
eliminated by phase cancellation in the output transformer.A push pull amp usually has better
weight and "slam" than a single ended amp. It is also far more efficient and capable of much
higher power output. It's disadvantages are a usually less open and less lifelike sound than a
good SET. Much of this can be overcame with a proper choke input power supply and top grade
componentry.Parallel Push Pull - A PP amp using multiple pairs of power tubes per channel for
more wattage. Whatever the number of output tubes, it must be even.NFB - Negative Feedback, a
sample of a signal taken and reinjected in an earlier location where it is 180 degrees out of phase.
It was first used to reduce distortion in the repeater amplifiers in early long distance telephone
service. Negative feedback reduces distortion, flattens and extends the frequency response,
decreases output impedance, and increases the damping factor significantly, therefore tightening
the bass response and control. It's disadvantages are reduced gain, time smearing, lack of focus
at certain frequencies, and a lifeless, "closed in," and "homogenized" sound. Many vintage amps
used around 30dB of NFB to make their THD and damping factor specs look good on paper, but
this muddied and smeared the sound. Today, most hi-end amps using NFB limit it to around
10dB, with many using only around 6dB.  In a proper circuit designed for it's use, it's benefits can
be realized without too much sonic penalty, as long as it is used in this very strict moderation. The
modern trend in amplifier design has been zero feedback, which requires tubes and circuit
designs of good linearity, as there is nothing to lower the distortion without NFB present.Local
Feedback is negative feedback which is reinjected into the same amplifier stage. Global Feedback
is injected into a former stage, usually from the OPT to the first stage's cathode, or sometimes the
phase inverter in a push pull amp. UL - Ultralinear, a method of operating tetrode or pentode
output tubes using local feedback from a special tap on the OPT primary. The tap is usually
located at 43% of the distance (or 18.5% impedance) between the power supply connection and
the plate tap. This has proven to be the most effective point. The special tap connects to the
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tube's screen grid, and provides a constant ratio voltage feedback between it and the plate that
linearizes the tube in a manner not otherwise possible. The tubes opearate in a near triode-like
state, with almost the same sonics and low plate resistance as pure triode, but with almost the
"weightiness" and about 75% of the output power of pentode operation. Intermodulation distortion
is also lower than with either pure triode or pure pentode operation. Ultralinear operation also
does not exhibit the phase shifts or "closed-in" sound associated with other types of feedback. It is
highly stable in operation, and has a warm, triode-like tone with excellent clarity. 50 years after it
was invented by David Hafler and Herbert Keroes, partners at Acrosound and later Dynaco, IMO it
still stands as the best topology ever for pentode push pull amps.OTL - Output Transformerless,
self explanatory. The theory of an OTL amp is to eliminate the phase shifts, signal loss,
colorations, frequency response anomalies, and the third order distortion caused by the OPTs.
The sole functions of an OPT are to provide an inductive loading for the power tubes and to match
the tubes' very high output impedance to the speakers' very low impedance. Though there are
several variations on the original Futterman OTL design, they all use the same concept: In place
of the OPT, several low plate resistance power triodes are paralleled together to lower the output
impedance to an acceptable figure, one that can drive the speakers successfully. This is based on
the fact that parallel impedances and resistances add in reciprocals, in this case 5 triodes will
have 1/5 the impedance of 1 triode. Their advantages are low phase shift, fairly low distortion, and
the resulting sonic purity in the mids and highs. The disadvantages are (usually) soft, rolled off
bass, high power consumption and LOTS of heat output, poorer reliability than most OPT designs,
and expensive retubing costs.DC Coupled - Direct coupled, or Direct Current versus Alternating
Current coupled. A method of interstage coupling in a tube amplifier that uses no interstage
transformer or DC blocking capacitor. Normally, a coupling capacitor is used between two tube
stages. This is to block the plate's high voltage DC from reaching the next tube's control grid,
which would send the tube into bias runaway and fry it in seconds if present. In a DC coupled
section, the second stage's cathode resistor and plate voltage must be tailored so that the tube
will operate correctly with the high DC voltage on it's control grid, which in an AC coupled stage is
at zero volts DC.Transformer Coupling - A method of interstage coupling in a tube amplifier that
uses a special interstage transformer to interface two stages. The turns ratio of the transformer
may be adjusted to increase the drive voltage to the next stage if necessary, but drive current will
be reduced as a result. A special transformer is often used in place of a tube as a phase inverter
in very hi-end push pull amplifiers, and can sound excellent, but requires very expensive and well
made transformers for best performance.Parafeed - Parallel Feed, an output stage topology in
which the power supply is fed to the power tube through a load resistor or large value choke
(inductor), and the amplified signal is fed to the OPT through a capacitor. It's major advantage is
that no DC current flows in the output transformer. This means the OPT be made smaller, and will
therefore exhibit lower capacitance and leakage inductance in relation to it's primary inductance
(higher Q factor). It also means the output transformer in a single ended amplifier will need no air
gap in the core to reduce saturation due to offset DC current, since there is none. The smaller,
non-gapped transformer means better frequency extension and flatter response with better
coherency and lower quiescient excitation current. Quiescient excitation current is the lowest
signal that will create the minimum level of magnetic flux that is required for full bandwidth
inductive coupling between primary and secondary. Another advantage is high PSRR (power
supply rejection). Since the DC current from the power supply does not flow through the output
transformer, much less power supply hum and hash are fed to the speakers. As a matter of fact,
the parafeed geometry forms a voltage divider that slashes residual power supply ripple as it's
being fed to the tube, lowering power supply hum. The major disadvantage of parafeed coupling is
the necessary additional componentry, in the form of a large choke or high wattage rating resistor.
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Also, a very high quality (and usually expensive) capacitor must be used for optimal performance.
Since there is a very large AC current flowing through the cap into the OPT, more distortions are
added by the cap that at low currents.Let me see now, different types of tubes.... Triodes (three
electrodes) have three elements, a cathode, a control grid, and an anode, usually called the
plate.The cathode is the negative element. It may be directly or indirectly heated. An indirectly
heated cathode is a hollow nickel tube containing a heater filament. The cathode is coated or
"doped" with strontium and barium oxides to give it emissive capabilities. When heated to a
temperature of almost 2000 degrees Farenheit, it boils electrons off it's surface, called "thermionic
emission." The directly heated cathode is when the heater filament itself is used as the cathode.
It's usually made of tungsten, with either thorium added and/or an oxide coating similar to the
indirectly heated cathode to give it thermionic emission capabilities. An uncoated thoriated
tungsten filament must be heated very hot, in excess of 4000 degrees Farenheit, so that it glows
white like the filament in a light bulb.The anode or plate is the positive element, and is where the
high voltage DC is applied. Electrons from the cathode are attracted to it by electrostatic attraction
from the unlike charges, from negative to positive. It's the gray, black, or silver metal structure you
see inside the tube. It's usually made from nickel, or sometimes titanium, with various coatings.
The control grid is usually a spiral wound tube of hair fine wire that surrounds the cathode,
between it and the plate. It functions as a gate that allows electrons to flow from cathode to plate
when a signal is applied to it. It is what gives a tube it's European name, "valve," since it functions
as a valve for electron flow. When a signal is applied to the control grid, it opens the "valve" and
allows a correspondingly large amount of electrons to flow to the plate, amplifying the signal. The
tube's bias voltage is what sets the idle point of the tube, and keeps it from running wide open all
the time. This is done by applying a small negative voltage to the control grid, thereby making it
more negative than the cathode.  This prevents electrons from flowing, since like charges repel.
This is called "grid bias." It's also known as "fixed bias" or "adjustable bias." The terms seem to be
in contradiction to one another, but are not. It's called fixed bias because the voltage does not
change in operation, and adjustable bias because it can readily be changed by changing a
resistor value in the bias power supply. Biasing can also be achieved by making the cathode more
positive than the control grid, which is the same as making the grid more negative than the
cathode. (everything is relative) this is called "cathode bias" or "self bias." The cathode is
connected to ground through a resistor. The cathode current being drawn through the resistor
creates a positive voltage. If more current is drawn, the voltage increases and "throttles back" the
tube and vice versa, thereby self-regulating the bias.Small signal tubes such as the 6922, 6SN7,
12AX7, etc, are most always operated with cathode bias. Power tubes may be operated either
way. Generally speaking, cathode bias yields a more musical sound, while grid bias yields more
power.The main problem with the triode is the internal capacitance between the control grid and
plate. Due to a phenomenon known as the "Miller Effect," the capacitance "appears" to be
multiplied by the gain factor (mu) of the tube. This can be a BIG problem in high gain triodes, as
this Miller capacitance must be charged and discharged like any other capacitance. This slows
down the tube, causes smearing of the signal, and also harms the high frequency
response.Tetrodes were invented to overcome this. They added a screen grid between the control
grid and plate to "screen" the control grid from the plate, making it invisible to it, and thereby
eliminating the Miller Effect. This meant that much higher power could be had than from a triode,
and that the high frequency radio transmitter tetrodes could have much higher gain than triodes of
similar wattage. The screen grid operated at or near the plate voltage, but was so small and fine
that it didn't attract many electrons on their way to the plate. However, this new "beam power
tetrode" had some problems of it's own. One arose from a set of beam forming/acceleration
electrodes that were added to make the tube even faster and more efficient. The famed 6L6,
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designed in 1936 by RCA, was the first to incorporate these advances. The problem was that
some of the electrons would bounce off the plate from due to their accelerated velocity and were
pulled in by the screen grid, overheating it. The modern 6L6GC still has this radical beam
acceleration, and is a major reason why 6L6GCs glow blue in operation. It's from electrons that
have escaped the plate's electrostatic pull from sheer velocity and are then pulled back in.Another
problem was that the radical beam acceleration caused a characteristic "kink" in the tube's
performance curves, that made it very non-linear in certain areas of it's performance. The MOV
Valve Co. of Great Britain, also known by their Genalex and Gold Lion brands, had been working
on a beam power tetrode at the same time as RCA, but had grown weary of strugging with
developing a proper manufacturing technique. A beam tetrode demands very precise alignment of
the screen grid to the control grid for proper operation, and since the grids are tiny and their wire
hair fine, it's not very easy! Soon afterward however, MOV introduced the KT66, based on RCA's
6L6. KT stands for "kinkless tetrode," and this was achieved by using less radical beam
forming/acceleration and a longer electron path.Pentodes solved the problem of screen grid
overheating by incorporating a third grid, the suppressor grid. It "suppresses" the bounced
electrons from the plate, keeping them from reaching the screen grid. It's usually connected to
ground, and stops the bounced electrons from going any further due to electrostatic repulsion.
Actually, most all tetrodes today have a suppressor grid, but it is connected to the cathode
internally, and is not externally accessible as it is with most tubes called pentodes. Additionally,
only tubes classified as tetrodes today have beam forming plates. Among popular types, these
include the 6L6GC, KT66, KT88, 6550, 6CA7, 6BG6, and EL509/6KG6, to name a few. Popular
pentodes include the EL34, EL84, and SV83. Popular indirectly heated triodes are the 6AS7 and
the cult favorites, the 1626, 12B4, and the unusual 6C33. Directly heated audio triodes include the
2A3, 45, 300B, and transmitter style triodes like the SV-572, 211, 811, and 845. Almost all
commonly used small signal tubes are triodes, with the exception of perhaps the EF86, which is a
pentode. Soundwise, the three are different. Triodes have a mellower, sweeter sound than other
types, which is in part due to the very problem that plagues them, the Miller Effect. They also have
low distortion, as each grid added to "improve" them also increased distortion as an unfortunate
side effect. Directly heated triodes such as  have a different tonality from indirectly heated triodes,
being sweeter and more "euphonic."Beam tetrodes, especially high kink ones, have a brighter
sound that is often harsher and less focused than triodes. Leo Fender exploited the bright, twangy
sound of beam tetrodes to the fullest in his guitar amps of the late 50's and early/mid 60's, such as
the Twin Reverb, Super Reverb, and Bassman. Low kink tetrodes such as KT88s can sound very
good indeed if properly implemented. The KT88 was designed for ultralinear operation, as were
the EL34 and EL84, and all excel when operated as such. Pentodes have a "harder" sound than
triodes, and sometimes are muddy and unclear, even though they're usually brighter. They also
have higher distortion. Most pentodes can be configured as triodes by connecting the screen to
the plate (usually through a resistor), with the suppressor grid either connected to the cathode or
left unconnected. Another method is connecting the screen and suppressor both to the plate. All
sound different, and will sound different from a real triode.   I hope you find this reference
beneficial. I would have had it up sooner, but I don't exactly type 110 words a minute...... :)
Thermionic       

Subject: Excellent post!
Posted by akhilesh on Sat, 18 Sep 2004 03:12:35 GMT
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View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Thanx, Thermionic! What a great post!-akhilesh

Subject: Re: Glossary
Posted by Manualblock on Sat, 18 Sep 2004 03:26:41 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Mr. T; What about phase-splitter circuits; split load, paraphase, long tail. Parrallel tube operation,
back EMF a problem? Good info on NFB, a very much misunderstood function. All in All a right
good job. Circlotron topology? Thanks J.R.

Subject: Re: Glossary
Posted by Wayne Parham on Sat, 18 Sep 2004 04:16:38 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Thanks for taking the time to make such a detailed post.It's an excellent reference, truly a helpful
list of answers to FAQ.Wayne

Subject: Re: Glossary
Posted by metasonix on Sun, 19 Sep 2004 02:59:01 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

please indulge me, i feel the need to comment.>Actually, most all tetrodes today have a
suppressor grid, but it is connected to the cathode internally, and is not externally accessible as it
is with most tubes called pentodes. Additionally, only tubes classified as tetrodes today have
beam forming plates.No. In fact, I never see any currently-made "tetrodes" or "beam tetrodes" with
suppressors. Such tubes appeared occasionally in the past, usually due to laziness or
mislabeling. And I often see data sheets and other info calling 6L6 types "power pentodes" and
EL34s "beam power tubes". It's a common error. Not helped by the existence of genuine
beam-power versions of 6CA7s, such as the one Sylvania made in the 1970s/80s. (New Sensor is
working on a new beam-tube "fat bottle" 6CA7 right now.)>Generally speaking, cathode bias
yields a more musical sound, while grid bias yields more power. That's too debatable. Cathode
bias produces slightly lower efficiency and higher distortion. I still regularly encounter guys who
hate cathode-biased SE or PP amps--"too mushy sounding". Leave the personal choice to the
user, I'd say. It's safer.>Among popular types, these include the 6L6GC, KT66, KT88, 6550,
6CA7, 6BG6, and EL509/6KG6, to name a few. Popular pentodes include the EL34, EL84, and
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SV83. Popular indirectly heated triodes are the 6AS7 and the cult favorites, the 1626, 12B4, and
the unusual 6C33. Directly heated audio triodes include the 2A3, 45, 300B, and transmitter style
triodes like the SV-572, 211, 811, and 845. Almost all commonly used small signal tubes are
triodes, with the exception of perhaps the EF86, which is a pentode.Some of these tubes are dead
issues. I would leave out the EL509 as a "popular type", as it never was very popular. The 6BG6
is defunct. The SV83 is still available from New Sensor but I can count the number of amp mfrs.
using it on (half of) one hand. The SV572 is probably dead also, when New Sensor gets rid of the
remaining stock I seriously doubt they will get more made. And I'm pretty sure the EF86 is not
made anymore, because that was a Svetlana-Malevishera product and I don't think they are
making anything but 300Bs there now. They also used to make a pretty good ECL82 and the
6D22S. I doubt those have much future. I have been TRYING to write accurate articles about
audio tubes for WIKIPEDIA. The few articles on Wikipedia about vacuum tubes were total crap in
the past. Wikipedia has major problems, not because there's a shortage of experts, but because
that thing attracts mostly young computer nerds who want to talk about what interests them--Star
Trek, Star Wars, Buffy the Vampire Slayer, Tolkein, shoot-em-up videogames, obscure alt-rock
bands, etc. You should see the Buffy listing on Wikipedia. Hundreds of subpages for every minor
character that ever appeared on that well-written-but- kinda-silly cult show. Which was canceled
last year, btw. But I had to REWRITE the short listings for "vacuum tube", "thyratron", "Nuvistor",
"nixie tube" and several others--because they were incoherent, error-filled garbage. Computer
dorks don't know a damn thing about any electronics that came before Atari Pong. But they do like
to talk about Buffy...vampires don't count as a major social problem, ignorance does!Go to
wikipedia.org and look up KT66, for example. I wrote it. Did you know that RCA didn't actually
invent the beam tetrode, they licensed the design from M-OV? Because M-OV didn't think they
could manufacture them in quantity. AFTER they saw the success of the 6L6, M-OV came out
with the KT66......the references are listed there.For that matter, anyone can write and post a
Wikipedia article. You experts on here should post articles THERE. Don't waste your writings on a
forum, post them somewhere that lots of people will see them! It is becoming a very popular place
for people to do research--in spite of the lack of editorial oversight! You can help fight off
misinformation, AND have a ready source of FAQ for linking to, by putting it on Wikipedia. Just a
suggestion...

Subject: Re: Glossary
Posted by Wayne Parham on Sun, 19 Sep 2004 03:58:17 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Hi Eric,I've never heard of Wikipedia but to be honest, I don't like the Wiki format on public
internet.  The idea is pretty cool but the communities I've seen using it made too many bad
entries, in my opinion.  It's like the HTML hyperlink model squared.  Perfect for an internal
document database, like might be used in a research laboratory for keeping structured notes.  But
it is terrible for public access, in my opinion.  It's even worse than usenet groups - Everything turns
to noise.  And that's pretty much what you've described too, so I'd say nix it.Wayne
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Subject: Re: Glossary
Posted by Thermionic on Sun, 19 Sep 2004 09:19:48 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Eric, thanks for your input! Allow me to explain some things. Most "beamie tubes" I see nowadays
that are classified as "tetrodes" have an internally connected suppressor grid illustrated in their
pinout diagrams. Correct me if that's not so in reality. I've never had the nerve (money?) to bust
open a $40 KT88 and find out! I too, see 6L6GCs labeled as "power pentodes" and EL34s (not
6CA7s) labeled as "beam power tubes." Are the pinout schematics of the "beam tetrode" KT66,
KT88, 6550, etc, equally misleading? Is there a suppressor or no?Your point about the musicality
of cathode bias is well taken. To each his own. I was speaking from personal experiences, and
guess that experience can't speak for everybody. Most every serious DIY'er I know, including
myself, prefers cathode bias though. I suppose it's like DHTs. I know people who HATE the 300B
sound, and others who will have nothing else. My personal taste for the 300B is a mixed bag. I do
enjoy and appreciate the "warm honey euphonic 300B sound," but really prefer the less syrupy
sound of 2A3s. I probably shouldn't have listed some of those as "popular types." I simply meant
that they were indeed used somewhat, albeit not on the scope of EL34s! I should have listed the
6BG6 under the "cult tube" heading, as this is where it's usage is seen.I regret to hear that the
SV572 stock is uncertain. Although it enjoys a strong following among DIY extremists, I guess it
never took off in the way they had hoped. I REALLY regret hearing the Svetlana EF86 is not being
made! I have a few examples of some old "S" logo tubes, and IMO they are one of the best
sounding small signal tubes I've ever heard when configured as a triode. Long ago I built a
customer a simple SE EL84 amp with a triode configured EF86 driver, and to this day it remains
one of the most musical sounding amplifiers I've ever heard. I recently saw some "winged C"
EF86s. I presume by your post they are, but are these the same tube as the older "S" logo, and
not new production?Thanks for your take on the 6L6 and KT66. I had read the story I had posted
in two or three places, and took for granted that it was accurate. I had read that MOV was having
difficulty with inventing a way to accurately align the screen grids in an expedient way and gave
up, as you had said. But, the articles I had read said that it was RCA who had came up with a
beam tetrode first, and then MOV went into high gear later when they saw the 6L6's
success.Thank you for your insight, experience, and stellar knowledge of all things tube. It is
much appreciated. I've been servicing, modding, and building tube gear as a hobby and part time
income since the mid 80's. I've learned a great deal over time, but still have nowhere near your
vast knowledge and experience. Maybe someday........Thermionic :)  

Subject: Re: Glossary
Posted by Wayne Parham on Sun, 19 Sep 2004 18:48:40 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

I'm pretty sure the "Flying C" logo must predate the "S" logo.  The Russian name "Svetlana" starts

New Sensor) tried to aquire the rights to the name, they started using the "S" logo in an attempt to
take the name.  I understand they called themselves "Svetlana USA" and obtained an American
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one copied the other.

Subject: Re: Glossary
Posted by metasonix on Sun, 19 Sep 2004 22:00:01 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

>Most "beamie tubes" I see nowadays that are classified as "tetrodes" have an internally
connected suppressor grid illustrated in their pinout diagrams.Ignore the diagrams. They are
frequently wrong. Beam plates act something like a suppressor grid and are usually connected as
such, so they are so treated in some diagrams. I've seen all kinds of crap printed in old tube
manuals....they were usually printed in a hurry, so often contained errors. Most EL34s and EL84s
are pentodes, and the other common power tubes are almost universally beam tetrodes.>I
recently saw some "winged C" EF86s. I presume by your post they are, but are these the same
tube as the older "S" logo, and not new production? That was the last EF86 in production
anywhere. They MIGHT be making new ones, but I doubt it. The market is miniscule, only a few
thousand per year at best. Most end up in microphones and in a few Vox guitar-amp
clones.>should have listed the 6BG6 under the "cult tube" heading, as this is where it's usage is
seen. Yes, please, and remember that there are lots of cult tubes, but very few types still in
REGULAR manufacture. What goes in guitar amps dominates manufacture today. Hi-fi things like
300Bs are way down on the importance scale, but have some "snob value". Everything else is
probably headed for oblivion, sooner or later. You can get 120 watts of really clean power out of
only two EL509s, but nobody cares at this point. Most OEMs of high-end tube audio are
conservative, cowardly, cheap--and most are willing to go solid-state at the drop of a hat. As I
learned at Svetlana, you must give them what they want--and they usually want 6550s for 1972
prices!

Subject: Re: Glossary
Posted by coyote on Tue, 14 Dec 2004 18:48:46 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Thermionic, wow amazing, I just read this. It is just full of information in 2 weeks on this site I have
learn more than months on Audio Asylum. ( I do like the name: Audio Asylum do...;-).Thank for the
great information !a,
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